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Abstract 

The prospects of Heavy Ion Inertial Fusion for energy pro- 

duction are discussed and the current programs are revlewcd 

Introduction 

After 15 years of research on lnertlal confinement fusion (ICF) 

!I is evident that this concept provides a realistic chance for future en- 

ergy generation Powerful laser facilities. II? particular in the U S and 

in Japan, have provided the necessary data base for the most crucial 

issue, the pellet implosion. Underground experiments carried out two 

years ago (which have been kept classified and came to our knowledge 

only recently’) seem to show that the principle of lnerlial confinement 

works also for such micro-implosions Among the various drivers 

suggested for an ICF power plant, heavy ion accelerators clearly have 

been identified as the most promising device for an economic pro- 

duction of electrical energy This recognition is based on the extremely 

high energy denstty which can be obtained by stopping energetic 

heavy ions II- matter as well as on the enormous progress in acceler- 

ator technology and opt’ratlonal rcliahlllty during the last decade Of 

course, the heavy ion driver for a fusion power plant requires beam 

spccificatlons exceeding those of existing accelerators considerably. 

However, there is a great deal of knowledge and experience ln con- 

structlon and operation of large systems of accelerators in many labo- 

ratories which could provide a solid basis for such a project. In my 

opinion, it is now mandatory to consider accelerators strongly for such 

an application 

After 12 years of research in this field with very lImIted funds 

the following question will be discussed here Is a heavy Ion acceler- 

ator a suitable driver for ICF? A status report will be given on research 

which started 10 years ago with theoretical work on beam dynamics 

and systems studies and with first experlmental investigations on cru- 

cial elements which finally lead to the construction of first dedicated 

facilities which are now starting operation or will be available soon 

These facllltl?s will enable Investigations on problem5 of accelerator 

physics as well as beam illasrna interaction in n more systematic way. 

After a short remnder about facts and numbers of ICF. I will 

mainly concentrate on two acceicrator concepts of heavy ion Inertial 

fusion, the induction-ilnnc and the rf-hnac!stornge ring concept and 

fina!iy rt:vIc+v the rear-term pc>rspectlves of future rt:se.-lr-ch 

Basic Facts and Numbers of Heavy Ion Inertial Fusion 

A DT-mixlure of a few milligrams is confined in a pellet of up 

to 10 mm diameter. which IS heated and compressed by ablation up to 

ignition conditions. The energy supplied by heavy ion beams has to be 

as symmetrical as possible. The inertial forces of the implosion keep 

the pellet together for a few nanoseconds, long enough to burn a con- 

siderable fraction of the fuel. At an ignition temperature of about 5 keV 

a compression of about 10’ (200 g/cm’) has to be reached in order to 

fulfill the Lawson Criterium no - 1~2 10 15 s/cm’ (no being the number 

of 0 and T per cm’ and ~~ the confinement time) which characterizes 

the breakeven for the flow of energy 

A similar relation exists between the fuel density ~1 and the 

fuel radius R at ignttion 

pa R ‘, 3 g/cm’ 

which relates the amount of fuel in a pellet necessary for substantial 

burn with the nccessnty fuel compression It tells us that e g fc,r ar’ 

amount of fuel, which can be handled in a reactor chamber, up to a few 

milligrams. a compression of about 1000 times liquid denstty is needed 

Due to calculations the energy to be suppiled for the Ignition of such 

a pellet IS 5 about MJ at 250-500 TW. 

An ICF power plant consists of three major facilities (1) TW 

driver, (2) the reactor cavity (including the technical Installations) and 

(3) the pellet fabrication. One advantage as compared to magnck 

confinement IS the local separation of the driver and the reactor cavity 

which facilitates its construction and maintainance as well as the ex- 

traction of generated energy Others are the simple geometry of the 

cavity and the absence of magnetic fields Many concepts and their 

technical implications have been investigated but cannot be presented 

here. Economical aspects will be discussed later. 

In trying to evaluate the situation of heavy ion inertial fusion, three 

basic questions have to be asked: 

1) Does the pellet work as predicted by theory? 

2) Can the necessary beam condltlons be reached by a heavy ion 

accelerator7 

3) Can the overall concept bc realized (technologically. econom- 

ically, environmentally)? 

Qucstlon (3) was subject of a number of system studies made 

in Germany, in Japan and in the U S They look promising, also from 

an economical point of view, but more detailed investigations are nec- 

essnr-y Question (2) wttl be the main subject of my talk Question (I) 

IS the most crucial and critical issue, because the functioning of the 

pellet is the prerequisite of the whole concept. Here, the results ob- 

tained with laser beams are g1v!ng the essential input into our present 

understanding of ICF, so some relevant data should be briefly sum- 

marized 
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Results with laser beams and driver evaluation. The trend 

during the last years was to shorter wave lengths, aiming at a better 

coupling of the laser beam to the pellet, and to Indirect-driven (X-ray 

drwen] pellets, in order to achieve more symmetrical illumination In 

the US, after SHIVA (113 kJ) a new facihty NOVA (100 kJ, 100 TW, IO 

beams) has bern butlt and IS ,n operation since 198fi These facilities 

arc basec! on Nd-slass (1 08 iirn) and can also be operated at l/2 or 

l/:1 wave length with hgh offirlcnry As lo recent reports 1 7 kt2V and 

“OTC = 2. 1014 s/cm3 has been reached. NOVA, when operated at its 

design parameters, is supposed to reach a compresscon of 10’ and WIII 

come near to breakeven In Japan a similar facility (GEKKO. 40 kJ, 12 

beams) is in operation Because there is no classification many im- 

portant results on the physics of pellet dynamics have been reported 

during the past year A new facility “Laboratory for Microfusion (LMF)” 

IS considered as a next step in the U S Design aims are 10 MJ at 1000 

T’Si, which would dr?liver an energy output of 1 GJ per pellet implosion 

If approved it could be completed until the end of the century at a cost 

level of about 850 Mfi 
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InspIte of all these excltlng achlevcments and fascinating 

perspectives, laser facilities have some essential features, which make 

Its application to power productlon extremely questionable. These are 

in particular 

- the low repetition rate and 

- the low efflclency 

For a qualitatlv comparison between various drivers Table 1 

shows a list of the! essential properties of a driver This list and its 

evaluation made 1982 by Nucholls2is still va!id except the prospects of 

the repet’tion rate for laser a,ld hght ion facilities \hlhlch are c:valuated, 

KrF HMVY Light 

LaZ5Q.r IOIl Ion 

Efficiency (10-20X) ? 

Focusing 

Rep. Rate (lo-20 Hz) 

Table 1: Inertial fusion driver evnlu:+tion (Nuckolls 21 

in my Oplnlon. too OptimiStlC But for power productlon this is the cru- 

Ciat Issue. BeCaUSe of its excellent prospects for the repetition rate, 

the beam-target coupling and the efficiency the heavy ion accelerator 

is the most preferable drwer Its cfflcicncy should reach about 20 

25 oc 

Parameters for a heavy ion driver As to our prcsont undtr- 

standtng for the Ignition of a pellet a heavy ton pu:se of 5 MJ has to 

be delivered wIthIn about 20 ns Consequently the puI%~ po~~?r IS 250 

TW This number IS a product of the heavy ion kinctlc energy and the 

beam current Since the kinetic energy of lhf? ions IS hmited to ;iboclt 

50 MeV!nucleon by their rang e in matter jt0 GcV for the heaviest ions) 

the necessary, pulse current must reach 25 kA The corrospondiny fig- 

ure for a proton beam, for example, vvould be 25 MA due to the stop- 

plrjg power vihd is lower by a factor of 1000 as comp:%rcd to il 

Bismuth beam Based on a 5 MJ pulse and a pellet gain of 100 (which 

IS a realistic sssumpt~on) ihn output energy of a single palse would he 

500 MJ and assuming a pulse rate of 20 pulses per second a thermal 

poivcr of IO GW would be obtained which IS equivalent to an electrical 

power of about 3 GW, (Table 2). Some more problems, connected to the 

effective beam:pellet interaction. e g the pulse shaping, the range 

shortening in a plasma, all kind of pellet design questions. can not be 

discussed here 

Pulse Energy (needed for pellet ignition) 5 MJ 

Pulse Duration (implosion time) 20 ns 

Pulse Power 250 TW 

Projectile Energy (for Bi or Pb) 
50 MeV/nucleon 10 GeV 

Pulse Current 
Pulse Current per beam (for 20 beams) 

25 kA 
1.25 kA 

Repetition Rate (for thermal power 10 GW) 2C Hz 
(assumed gain 100; energy/pellet 500 MJ) 

Table 2 Beam and plant requirttments for a heavy eon driver 

Concepts for Driver Accelerators3 

After the design parameters have been fixed (Table 2). the 

question IS vyhether an accelerator can meet these requirements 

Among the various accelerator comblnatlons cni;esilgated, two con- 

cepts have survived the early dIscussions and are bottl consldercd as 

suitable drivers- 

(I) the inductjon linac and 

(2) the RF-linac with storage rings 

Inspite of some common fi:,,tures, the transport arid rr~nn~pdat~on of 

spac.e-charge domnnted Se’~ms, the technical p’x?hiems of both con- 

cepts are qultc different In particular, they are very dlftcrent with re- 

spect to the pulse structure 

(I) The pulse sequen~c of the inductcon linac can tit: directly accom- 

motf,iit?d to !he nt?t:ds ::I f the rea~‘tor right frtit~l ttv: tl~‘g~t~riil~g I’<) 

tr,illsforrn~itior~ of tt,i‘ pulsf: stf-urturr 15 ner::Ie:l Conscqilr‘i’tly 

cx’r<,mely hi(lh inlt!ns ty from :I pulr;i:ri ion ‘,oor( ta I<~ nc.<.::ssnr-y :~r‘tl 

a pulse compression during acceleration by many orders of mag- 

nltude 
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These experiments are far from being fimshed but already 

now Important experiences for the design of future facilities have been 

made A. Warwlck’has presented first data at lhls conference 

(2) A high-current RF-linac may deliver a heavy ion beam contin- 

uously up to several 100 mA In order to create the pulse structure 

and the pulse currents needed by the reactor, accumulator and 

buncher rings are needed for current amplification and storage 

rings to hold the pulses for several milliseconds before feeding the 

reactor 

Induction Linac Scenario 

Research on heavy Ion Induction linacs has been carried out 

by Keefe and his group4at LBL in Berkeley. The basic idea is to Inject 

a long beam bunch and lo achieve current amplification by ramping the 

inductive acclelcration fields as the bunch passes. By th!s procedure 

the pulses are compressed from initially 20 ps at injection down to 

IO ns at the target, the current being increased from amperes to kilo- 

amperes. One of the Important conceptual improvements was the 

splitting of a single high-intensity beam Into a large number of parallel 

beamlcts, each of them being separately focussed mslde the same 

accelerating structure (Maschke’s Meqalac concept\. This concept has 

improved focusslng because of smaller emittance and has shown to 

be cost effective 11 the number of beams IS in the range of 8 to 16. The 

present concept for a dr-wt. 2. starts with 64 bcamleis at injection which 

later, when space-charge forces decrease, are combined, each 4 

beams Into 1 For a 3 ‘- charge state of bismuth the whole length of the 

accelerator is about 5 hm (FIN 2) 

Another important result was observed In a beam transport 

experiment which showed that the maxlmum transportable current 

wllhout signlfican! cmittance growth can be much higherthan the limits 

given by Maschke’s formula 

10 MeV 100 hisv 10 GaV 10 GeV 
15 A/q 75 Alq 3.0 kA/q 30 kA,q 

20 Irsec 4 pscc 100 n*ec 10 n*ec 

-T-T 

64 learn‘ 16 Bcamr I //f 

t-,,,.+\~..,.--4 w,, 

4 to 1 Beam Combiners 

Figure 2 INDUCTION LINAC DRIVER (A=200. q=3) 

Present work concentrates on a prototype experiment for the 

multi-beam concept It is named MBE-4 and consists of 4 beamlets. 

In spite of Its lPmlfal,on to the front-end only it allows many crltlcal is- 

sues to be investigated because the front-end with the initial pulse 

formation (s the most critical part These ~ssucs are in psrticulnr 

. ttic creation of long high-tntensity pulses 

the principle of current ampllficatlon 

handling of multlple beams 

lorrgltuilinal and vertical beam dynamics 

As a next step an “Induction Linac System Experiment (IL%)” 

has been proposed which is intended to address all key issues of a fu!l 

scale driver, including 

-transport of space-charge dominated beams 

- combining and bendlng of beams 

- compression and pulse-shaping 

- final focussing 

ILSE is a 30M$ project and is expected to be funded next year 

Construction should be finished within 4-5 years and it is supposed to 

be the last step before a full-scale driver can be designed and con- 

structed Table 3 shows a comparison of the parameters for the three 

facilities, MBE-4, tLSE and the Induction Linac Driver. 

Table 3 Beam parameters of MBE-4. ILSE and a driver 

Parameter ME -I E Driver 

IOn cs+ C+ (AL++) 200+++ 

Final Volt. (MV) 1D 3300 
final Current(A) A:‘: 30 6OOM3 
Beam Energy (J ) 0.1 125 SMJ 

Accel Grad. (MV/m) 0.07 0.22 0.5 
t Beams 4 16-4 64-16 
Pulse Width (ps) 2-1 l-0.5 24-.I 
Charge (~Coul.) Cl.1 15 900 
Init. bunch length (m) 1.1 5.6 70 

RF-Linac Scenario 

The RF-IinacIstorage ring concept looks more conventional 

than the induction finac, because nearly all accelerator and beam 

handling elements are known from operating facilities. No experience 

however, exists about their operation In a regime of space-charge 

dominated non-relativistic beam dynamics, where various types of in- 

stabilities may occur and where the beam transport and any beam 

manipulations may be connected with severe emittance growth and 

intensity loss 

In order to Identify all the critlcal issues we made a concep- 

tual design study, HIBALL’, In the first half of this decade, which was 

followed by studies in the U.S 7, the USSR* and m Japan ’ I will first 

brlefly describe our own concept as far as the accelerator is concerned 

and focus on the problems identified and then present some results of 

the systems studies in general. 

H/BALL II”: Concept and critical issues (Fig. 3) A 5km 

RF-linac provides acceleration at constant current using RFQ. WiderBe 

and Alvarez structures The front end starts w’th 8 parallel channels 

because of space-charge limits at low velocity By funneling connected 

with frequency doubling the parallel channels are combined stepwise 

over a length of about 500 m. To achieve the 165 mA design value of 

the linac current, sufficient Bi’+ lntenslty with a normalized emittance 

of 0 2 . IO-‘marad was already obtained by sources developed at GSI 
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One of the temtin~ng problems in this atea is the question of ilmlttnncc 

growth by funneling The test of the accelerator. transfer, storage and 

bunchet rungs IS devoted to current multlplicahon and to ptovlde the 

adequate pulse frequency and pulse shape for the reactor The current 

multipltcatlon factor is ROOD and the ttlaxrmum emitturrrc growth IS al- 

lowed to be 30 at maxImum The maximum storage time of 4 ms is a 

compromise between the longitudinal microwave instabIlity in the 

storage tlngs and the beam Intensity provided by the hnac. II the 

microwave instability would turn out to be not so serious the beam i?- 

tenslty of the llnac could be further decreased On the other hand, be- 

cause of the short storage time the driver can provide a much higher 

pulse frequency (- 100 Hz) than one tcactot chamber could use (5Hr). 

the same accelerator therefore can serve a number of reactor cham- 

bers The HIBALL study assumes 4 but even more would be possible, 

thus further reduc ng the cost of electricity 

For ihe tlng system and the injectton into the reactor the 

problems Itsted in Table 4 have been Identified. In this area not much 

experience IS avaIlable. so Ideas and new techniques may Improve the 

situation. Phase space stacking in the synchtolton, for example, might 

bo greatly improved by chdngirrg the charge slate of BI’ + at injection 

by laser beams, as suggested by Rubbla”. A method for the sup- 

prcss~or of mlctowave inslabii,tles was ptoposcd hy Hofmann” 

Cost of E’lectricity The breakdown of costs lot the HIEALL II power 

plant can be characterized by fhe followtng numbers: 

Llnac (Including building i inst~~li.~t~on) 20% 

Ring system and beam transpotl 3990 

Reactor (4 cavities) 23030 

Conventconal facihlies etc. 18% 

The total costs of a 3 7 GW, power plant was 6.2 G$ (cost level 1985). 

Under these assumptions the cost of electticlty would be about 4 6 

centslkwh. 

Table .i 
k.?) ISWlb ‘0 tc lnii‘illqaf~~3 im .ht: il >rrsiJ.* d, i I inl’her r nq ;ic 
lall” aril 115 A2 Ii?;! on pt?r’llrrndli i’ 

61Le CLTSUj”C?“.c 

drD”“Ching Of the ll”X beam 

helm conblnlng by 5eori- 

lorgitudlnai I”Slahilsly 

beam transport vier long d,*,a’lces 

!I”.? b”“Clf( c.lmpreSclo” 

~re~“l~e iormatlo” pulse shaci”J 

final foc”sslng 

PhsSd space dtl”tlOn I” rn”lllf”l” 9lacki”g 

cn-IO” rtlarge-exchange 

technolagiw issues. 

mOme”,“m sprl?ad 

emtttdn#-R growlh 

holding tllle /I> storage r ngs 

emItlanCe grOw,h 

pel’ei ‘Jaw 

per et gal” 

lolenslly ,055 

enlttance growfh 

lnlensity ,055 

During the last 5 years systematic studies about cost estl- 

mates and cost optimization have been accompllshed In the U S..71n 

Table 5 compatlsons arc made bctrveen various concepts tncludlng 

Tokamak reactors The comparison looks good for ICF The vatintlon 

of plant pntamtets (pulse rate, dtlvet cost, sile of the plant etc ) shows 

clear tendencies concerning the cost of electricity (COE). Strong de- 

pendence for the COE IS observed from the net elccttic power of a 

plant and the number of reactor units per plant For a reference design 

of a 1 GWepowet plan! an fncrease by 50 96 would reduce the COE by 

25 o/u. A 25 % change in the driver cost results in a 13 % change in 

COE. Since the driver cost IS relatively high, lncrensrng the number 

of cavities per plant also reduces drastically the cost of electricity 

---. -.- 
Net Power - 1230 HW, Ne: =ower - 37Er HWE 

-LiARFIRE t&&L&L HIFKPS _HIBAII-IT HIFiCAI 

:irect ~0s: (CO) 2.Ci7 2.23 1.83 3.SC 3.43 

Total cost (G$) 3.78 A.10 3.34 5.7e E.30 

CQE (tfkWeh) 6.13 6.33 5.13 4.54 :.07 

Future Research at GSI 

The first tundlng petlod of the W German Program 19811-86 was an 

exploratory p!~ase’~ devoted to the systems study. to the development 

of high brllliancc Ion sources. RFQ and other acce!etatot relevant 

romponents as well as to theoretical investlgatlons on accelerator and 

target issues. A concept for a synchtottonistotage r$ng combination 

was designed for the study of beam dynamics in space-charge dorni- 

nated tcgimes and for target experiments at high energy density en 

matter This machine, SIS!ESR,‘4. IS now under consttuction’at GSI In 

Datmstadt and will be finished 1989/90 (Fig 4). The ptesert funding 

period which started 1987 IS devoted to the preparation and perfotm- 

ancc? of experlrnents with ttus machine These expetlmenls wll covet 

a number of driver relevant tssues 15. as shown In Fly 5 Moreover the 

bttam cooling tn the ESR ptovldes beams wllh high phase-space den- 
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SISIESR. a 13 GrVinuclecn Heavy Ion Synchrotron;Storage ‘ilng Fa- 

c1I11y. under ccn~fruction at GSI (SE d~arreter 55 m) 

sty which can be used for heating small samples of matter up to tem- 

peratures of 20 eV or more (Fig 6) This powerful faclhty will open a 

new field of fusion relevant research, covering a broad spectrum of 

problems in target physics, bcnm plasma interaction, pumping of short 

wave length laser by intense heavy ion beams Many key ISSUDS re- 

Mann open. but the results with this taclllty should help to define the 

future dlreotion snare clearly 

HI~ALL relevant beam dynamtcs problems to bo ioicstsgated dt 

SIS,ESR Flq”res ,or emttance 31d beam In~ensihes are expenmrntal 

XS”lti 

In conclusion the following statements can be made: 1) Heavy 

Ion Inertial Fuswn IS a promising alternatIve to magnatjc confinement 

2) Two accelerator concepts have been developed which may satisfy 

the drwcr requirements 31 In an existing near-term research program 

most of ihv key issues ~‘111 ho nddressud, some hnvr: been solved al- 

rt:3d-i C) A drt:islon lor a dedicated faclllty should be made on the 

basis of prc:st:nt Irvwstt~gntions In the beginntng of thu next decade 
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